Abstract. We construct and analyze fully discrete Galerkin (finite-element) methods of high order of accuracy for the numerical solution of the periodic initial-value problem for the Korteweg-de Vries equation. The methods are based on a standard space discretization using smooth periodic splines on a uniform mesh. For the time stepping, we use two schemes of third (resp. fourth) order of accuracy which are modifications of well-known, diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta methods and require the solution of two (resp. three) nonlinear systems of equations at each time step. These systems are solved approximately by Newton's method. Provided the initial iterates are chosen in a specific, accurate way, we show that only one Newton iteration per system is needed to preserve the stability and order of accuracy of the scheme. Under certain mild restrictions on the space mesh length and the time step we prove //-error estimates of optimal rate of convergence for both schemes.
1. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with the numerical solution by fully discrete Galerkin methods of the periodic initial-value problem for the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. Given 0 < T < oo, we shall approximate a realvalued function, u = u(x,t), for (x, t) g where «° is a given 1-periodic function smooth enough, cf., e.g., [3] , to guarantee that (1.1) has a unique, sufficiently smooth solution so that the various convergence estimates below hold. For error estimates of other numerical methods for (1.1), cf., e.g., the references of [2] . We begin by introducing notation. For integer s > 0 and real 1 < p < oo, denote by Wp = Wp(0,1) the usual real Sobolev spaces on (0, For integer r ^ 4, let Srh be the space of 1-periodic smooth splines of order r (degree r -1) on [0,1] with uniform mesh length h = 1/7V for integer N > 0. It is well-known that if v is 1-periodic and sufficiently smooth, then, there exists a x g Sk such that (1) (2) EAy||o -xll,< ch'\\v\\" Ki<r, (1-3) E hJ\\v -xlly.oo < cÄm||i;||mi00, 1 < m < r. y=o
Here c is a constant independent of /¡, t; and x-(Throughout the paper c will denote a generic constant, not necessarily the same in all instances.) In addition, Srh satisfies the following inverse properties: there exists a constant c, independent of h, such that for all x e Sr, (1.4) M, < ch-V-'M*. llxlLoo < c/i-<«+1/2'||x||, 0<a«¿8<r-l.
In what follows we let Ilu0 denote any conveniently chosen element of Sk (e.g., L2-projection, interpolant, etc.) that satisfies, for u° sufficiently smooth, (1.5) ||n«° -m°|| < chr.
We define the map F: Srh X Srh -* Srn for v, w e S¿ by It is known, cf. [8] , [2] , that vh(t) exists uniquely for í e [0, T] and, provided u is sufficiently smooth, satisfies the optimal rate of convergence error estimate II" -vh\\i.°°(L2) < °h\ for some constant c = c(u, T). We shall be interested in full (i.e., in time also) discretizations of the system of ordinary differential equations (ODE's) represented by (1.7). In [2] , a second-order accurate in time Crank-Nicolson type fully discrete scheme (coupled with Newton's method for the solution of the attendant nonlinear systems of equations at each time step) was analyzed. Here we turn to higher-order accurate full discretizations. In sequel, let / be a positive integer, put k = T/J and, for a continuous function v defined on [0, T], let v" = v(t"),tn = nk,n = 0,1,...,/.
As a base for our fully discrete schemes we shall use two well-known semi-implicit (diagonally implicit) Runge-Kutta (RK) methods; cf., e.g., [5] , [1] , and the references of [1] . A q-stage Diagonally Implicit RK (DIRK) method for the autonomous system of ODE's,y'(f) = f(y(t)) is determined by a table of real constants of the formal | b, where A = (au)x <iJ<q is a lower triangular q X q matrix with au = ß # 0 and b is a q-vector b = [b1,...,b]T. The corresponding algorithm produces approximations>>" to y(t") = y(nk) tor n = 0,1,..., given by (1.8) y"''=y" + klZal]f(y"^), 1 < i < q,
7=1
(1.9) (1.8) is equivalent to yn+1=y" + kzZbjf(yn'J).
i-l (1.10) y»-> =y" + kßf(y"-') + £ u,7(y*-> -y"), 1 < i < q, when ¡x¡j are the elements of the q X q strictly lower triangular matrix M = I -ßA~l.
(In (1.10), and elsewhere, we use the convention E™,, = 0 if m < I). We shall also frequently replace (1.9) by the following (in view of (1.8)) formula, in which *7j = (A'1),/ (1.11) y"+l=y"+ £ bfljjiy"-' -y"). ' .7=1
In particular, we shall consider two such specific DIRK methods. First the two-stage method (i.e., q = 2) given by the tableau bx ß = (3 + v/3 )/6 = the largest root of ß2 -ß + 1/6 = 0, b2 bx = b2 = 1/2.
We shall also consider in Section 4 the three-stage method (q = 3): It is well-known, cf., e.g., [5] , [1] , [4] , that the methods (1.12), respectively (1.13), have orders of accuracy 3, respectively 4, and good stability properties for a wide class of nonlinear problems. Usually a ¿7-stage RK method of order of accuracy p is called a (q, p) RK method. We shall accordingly refer to (1.12), respectively (1.13), as the (2, 3), respectively (3, 4), DIRK method under consideration. Using, e.g., the formulation (1.10)-(1.11) we obtain now the following full discretization of (1.7): seek U", 0 < n ^ J and U"4,1 < ¡^ q, 0 < n < J -1 in Srh satisfying (1.14) U°=Uu°, and for n = 0, 1,... ,J -1, /-i (1.15) U*-' = U" + kßF(U"'') + £ lLij(Un'j -U"), 1 < / < q,
In the specific cases of the DIRK methods (1.12) and (1.13) under consideration, it may be shown that if u, the solution of (1.1), is sufficiently smooth, and if the discretization parameters k and h satisfy certain conditions, then, the scheme (1.14)-(1.16) has a unique solution, is consistent with (1.1), and stable. Moreover, numerical experiments that we have performed, indicate, as expected, that the approximate solution of (1.14)-(1.16), obtained using Newton's method for approximating £/"•', the solutions of the q N X N nonlinear systems (1.15), with one Newton iteration per stage using appropriate starting values, is indeed, for every n, 0(kp + hr) close to u" in the L2-norm. However, we were unable to prove rigorously that the scheme has a local error of 0(kp+1 + khr) in L2 and, consequently, we could not infer that its global L2-error has the optimal rate of convergence bound of 0(kp + hr).
We were able, however, to prove that modified versions of (1.14)-(1.16), obtained by perturbing (1.15) by "small" terms (that still permit solving q N X N nonlinear systems for the intermediate stages) yield schemes whose implementation via Newton's method is almost as efficient as that of (1.14)-(1.16) and which are stable and convergent with a global L2-error of 0(kp + hr) (for p = 3 and p = 4). We present the modified scheme in the case p = 3 below and summarize our main convergence results. The detailed motivation of the perturbation terms and the local error analysis for this scheme will be presented in Section 2; in Section 3 we prove our optimal rate of convergence L2-error estimate for the scheme coupled with Newton's method for the solution of the associated nonlinear systems. In Section 4 we state a modified scheme corresponding to (1.13) (p = 4) and the relevant convergence result without proof. Details of omitted proofs and numerical experiments may be found in a technical report available from the authors.
The modified fully discrete scheme corresponding to the (2, 3) DIRK method (1.12) (henceforth referred to as the "modified (2, 3) scheme") is defined as follows. Let the map Q: Srhx Srh -» Srh be given, for v, w g S-, by (1.17) (ß(«MO.x) = *(«w,x,) Vx^sr, It may be proved, using the estimation techniques of Sections 2 and 3, that for each n, the solution U" of (1.18)-(1.20) exists uniquely and satisfies \\U" -w"|| < c(k3 + hr), if m is sufficiently smooth and k and h are sufficiently small and satisfy k < ah for some a > 0. However, we shall not be interested in the solution of (1.18)-(1.20) per se, but we shall approximate U"-' by Newton's method. Let j0, /j,... ,jj be a collection of nonnegative integers to be specified below; jn + x will be the number of Newton iterations performed at each one of the stages /' = 1, 2 in (1.19). For each n, 0 < n < J, we denote by U" in Srh the approximation to U", i.e., the final output of the fully discrete scheme at each step. For 0 < « < / -1, given U" and appropriate starting values Uq-1, Uq-1 in Sk, we construct iteratively sequences Uj"'1, Uj"'2, j = 1, 2,...,jn + x in Srh by applying jn + x steps of Newton's method to (1.19 ) first for i = 1 and then for ; = 2. It is straightforward to see that given Uf'', Uj+i satisfies the following linear system of equations
Uj" is then defined by replacing U", U"-' in ( "Good" starting values U0"'' must be supplied for each n and i so that the convergence of the Newton iterates U"-' to {/"•' is as fast as possible, i.e., so that we may be able by performing just one iteration per stage (i.e., by taking jn+l = 1) to preserve the stability and global order of accuracy of the "exact" scheme (1.18)-(1.20). It turns out that this is possible if we perform one additional iteration for n = 0,1. We first take (1.24) y0 = 0, U° = U0° = Uu°.
Then we compute an intermediate value U\ g Srh by
The starting values C/0"', i = 1, 2, n = 0,1, are given by
For n 3* 2, the starting values that we shall use are
where
In Theorem 3.1, we prove that, if u is sufficiently smooth, if k and h are sufficiently small and satisfy k ^ ah for some a > 0, and if we take jx = j2 = 2 and jn = 1 for 3 < n < J, then, all intermediate approximations defined by (1.22)-(1.29) exist uniquely. Moreover, there exists a constant c = c(u, T, a) such that max lit/" -M"|k c(k3 + hr).
Hence, by solving, for n > 3, two N X N linear systems of equations per step (one per stage) we may achieve an L2-bound for the error U¡" -u" of optimal rate of convergence in space and time. It should be noted that the matrices of the linear systems (1.22) (i.e., the Jacobians of the nonlinear systems (1.19)), change from step to step and from stage to stage. However, their sparsity structure is the same as that of, e.g., the Gram matrix associated with the usual 5-spline basis of Sk. Hence, these matrices are "cyclically banded" due to the periodic boundary conditions and, under the hypotheses, e.g., of Theorem 3.1, are (nonsymmetric) positive definite. Such linear systems can be easily solved by direct methods and updating their elements is not expensive in our one-dimensional situation. Note that the unmodified scheme (px = p2 = 0 in (1.22)) is not significantly less expensive to implement than the modified one.
To perform the error estimations in Srh we shall, cf. [2] , compare the solutions of the various fully discrete schemes with a certain quasi-interpolant uh:[0,T]-* Sh of u, which is defined, [2] , [7] , by It is straightforward to check that (1.34) and ( 
and an analogous expression for_y"-2, where/" = f(y(t")),fñ -f'(y(t")) etc. Define <?"•' to be the residuals after 4 terms of the Taylor expansions of y"-' about t"; it may be easily seen that
It follows, by comparing (2.1) with (2.2), that
In an entirely analogous manner, we obtain (2.5) ë"'2 = pnë»'1 + ß3k\fn)2f"/2 + 0(k4).
Finally, using the order relations of the method, i.e.
(2.6) bTA¡'1e = \/}\, \^j^3,b=(bx,b2)T,e=(\,\)T, we obtain by (
Hence, (2.4) and (2.5) yield finally that^" + 1 = y(tn+l) + 0(k4), i.e., that the local error is indeed of 0(kA). The example confirms a well-known property of many RK methods, namely the fact that although some type of intermediate residuals (e.g., the ë"'1 here) may be of lower order of accuracy (here, third), nevertheless, the large errors cancel and the correct order of the local error emerges when yn + 1 is finally computed in terms of y" and y"-'. The local error estimate can easily be rigorously justified, cf. [5] , for, say, sufficiently smooth / with bounded appropriate higher derivatives. In case the ODE system in question is stiff and represents the semidiscretization of a PDE, one should rigorously justify the computations by setting up equations for the local errors and estimating them using the properties of the particular partial differential operator without imposing severe limitations on k as a function of h that are not dictated by stability requirements. We attempt to do this in our present case by studying the local error of the (2, 3) DIRK method when applied to (1.7).
To this effect, define now, with uh as in (1.30), V"-' and V"+1 in Sr by i-i (2.7)
V"-1 = u"h + kßF(V"') + £ íx,7(F"-> -unh), i = 1, 2, Inserting (2.10) in (2.7) and using (2.9), (1.6), (1.17) and (2.3) yields after a rather lengthy but straightforward computation
where, using (1.35)-(1.37) it can be seen that (2.12) max||£"''||< c(k4 + khr).
n.i
The equations (2.11) are the analogs of (2.4) and (2.5) of the scalar case. Note that the coefficients of the term Q(Dtunh) in (2.11) are equal to -ß3k3, respectively ß3k3, if i = 1, respectively 2. Hence, using, e.g., the estimation technique of Proposition 2.1 below, we may infer that we cannot achieve more than 0(k3) temporal accuracy for each I"'. Proceeding now to the final phase at step n and substituting (2.9) and (2.10) in (2.8), using (2.6), (2.3), Taylor's theorem and (1.35), we obtain as in the scalar case that (2.13) Vn + 1 -u"h + 1 = En
where E"+1 is of optimal order, i.e.
(2.14) max||£"+1||< ck4.
n Now, by (2.11), (2.12) it is seen (in L2) that
Hence, if, e.g., the nonlinear terms 2Q(A¡uk, e"') + F(en-') were bounded above in L2 by a term of 0(k3 + hr)-something that we were unable to show-then, an optimal rate of convergence 0(k4 + khr) bound would follow for V" + 1 -uk + 1. We now shift our attention to a different strategy: if, by modifying the intermediate stages of the RK method, we could cancel the 0(k3) terms in the right-hand side of (2.11), then (2.11)-(2.14) and the triangle inequality would certainly give the desired 0(k4 + khr) bound for ||F"+1 -«£+1||. One way to do this is by modifying the scheme as done in (1.19). To study the local error of the modified method, define V"J, i = 1,2 and V"+1 in Srh (for their existence, cf. Lemma 2.1) by With A¡u"h as in (2.9), introduce the residuals e"-' g Srh by (2.17) V"-' = A¡U"h + e"-', i = 1,2.
Inserting now (2.9) and (2.17) into (2.15) and proceeding with similar calculations to those that led to (2.11), it may be seen that the effect of perturbation terms such as the ones introduced here is to cancel precisely the 0(k3) term in the right-hand side of (2.11). The new error equations are e--' -*0[2ß((l + p,)A,uf¡ -p.ule"-') + p,Q(e"') + F(e"''j\ We can now formally state a result about the local error of the modified (2, 3) scheme. First we need a preliminary result. For k sufficiently small, taking into account (1.35) and (2.19), use of the above for /' = 1 and 2 gives (2.23); (2.24) now follows from (2.23) and the triangle inequality applied to (2.13), which, of course, still holds (and (2.14) also) if we replace Vn+1, e"J in it by V"+1, e"J, respectively. D We emphasize that it is in the case of special nonlinearities, like the quadratic F(u) in the KdV case, that such perturbations (which cancel terms involving higher derivatives of/) have simple expressions, say, for third-or fourth-order accurate RK methods. Let us also point out that in the unmodified case we can obtain immediately from (2.11)-(2.14), in the manner of Proposition 2.1, the suboptimal in time estimate max ||F" + 1 -u"h + 1\\ < cA:(A:2 + hr). Proof. In what follows, some constants, depending at most on u, T and a will play a distinguished role; we reserve for them the symbols c*, -3 < n < J, cn, 0 < n < J, c* and C, whereas by c we denote as usual " uninteresting" constants. By (1.24), (1.5) and (1.31) it follows that ||t/° -u°\\ < c0hr. Hence, if we choose c*x ^ c0, any nonnegative constants c*2, c*3 and compute cj by (I.c) below for i = 0, then (I.a,b,c) hold for /' = 0 and any C > 0. Hence, given n, 0 < n < 7 -1, we make the following Induction Hypothesis I (on n).
{(a) UJ exists uniquely, 0 < i < n, (b) \\UJÍ-uih\\^cf(k3 + hr), 0 </</!, (c) c* = Ck+(l + Ck)c*_x +Ck(c*_2 +c*^3), 0 < i « n, where C is a positive constant to be chosen later, independent of n, h, k. We shall show that (I) holds for /' = n + 1 and choose C in the process. Note that (I.c) implies that the c*, 0 < i < n, are bounded above by a positive constant c* depending only on C and T, i.e., at most on u, T, a, upon eventual choice of C. We subdivide the proof of the inductive step (I) into six parts. t/"+1 = t/;+ ¿i^'J-t/j,").
The existence of t/"'' then follows from applying Lemma 2.1 for ¡' = 1 and then for / = 2 to (3.4) provided we require that (3.6) kß\{U") II < 2. Hence, (3.6) holds if, e.g., we take k sufficiently small so that ck < 1 and also, in view of (3.2), require that cc*(a4h5/2 + ahr~1/2) < 1. The latter can always be guaranteed by eventually taking (i.e., when the choice of C is made) h sufficiently small (independently of n), since c* < c*. Conditions like this or, more generally, of the form (3.8) cc*"(kx + h<i)<\, A,jtt>0, will be frequently assumed in sequel and follow (upon eventual choice of C) by taking k, h sufficiently small so that cc*(A:x + /i'x) < 1. For brevity's sake they will be referred to as "conditions of (3.8) type." 2. A key stability result. We next establish the stability estimate (3.9) \\Un+1 -V"+1\\ < (1 + ck)\\Uj" -unh\\,
where V"+1 has been defined by (2.16). Recalling (2.15), put e"-' = £/"•' -V"\ i = 1, 2, e"+1 = U"+1 -Vn+1, f" = Uj" -u"h. Subtracting (2.15) from (3.4) and using (3.1) yields (3.10) j=l +kß[F(s"i)+piQ(^') + ô(e"'\ô"-') +p,Q(n + e(r, *"•')], i = 1,2, where (3.11) 8"< = 2(\+p,)Vn, -2Pi(r + K), ,»•' = -2p,{V"-' -u"h).
Taking L2-inner products with e"-' in (3.10) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain [i -(*i8/4)|«;1 J n«"l < urn + £ k,| lk"'y -f-|| from which, for k sufficiently small, there follow (3.14) ||e"-1||<(l + cfc)||r||, ||«"-2||<c||r,||.
Note that the constants c in (3.14) are independent of C. We now introduce some notation. For <f>, x e S¡, define, for i = 1, 2, $,■(<£, x) = F^+^ß^-xiandput
It follows that (2.15) and (2.16) become-in the form of (1.8), (1.9)- 
The next step of the proof uses the algebraic stability or B-stability properties of the (2, 3) DIRK scheme (1.12); cf., [4] , [6] . As in [4, Theorem 2.2] or [6, Theorem 1], taking the L2-inner product of e"+1 in (3.18) with itself, yields 2 l|e"+1||2 = llrf + 2k £ 6,(e"'', o"*' -wnJ)
where the matrix w,7 = 0,0, + 6-a.,--6,-èy is nonnegative definite, cf., [4] , [6] . We easily conclude that Hence, it may be easily checked, using Taylor's theorem, (1.5), (1.31), (1.35), (3.14), (Lb), (2.23) and the triangle inequality that ||t70ai -t7oa|| = 0(k2 + h4). Taking into account (1.27) for n = 0, we may also prove the same estimate for the second stage. We can write, in fact, (3.21) \Vq''-t/°Í<c(l + c*)(k2 + hr), i = 1,2.
If n = 1, a similar analysis at / = t1 and (1.26), (1.27) for n = 1 give (3.22) \\U0U'-Ü1J\\^c(l +c*)(k2 +hr), i = 1,2.
If now n > 2, it may be seen that (1.28), (2.9), (2.17) and Taylor's theorem imply, in view of (Lb), (3.14), (1.29), (1.35) and (2.23), that Note that the constants c in this subsection (and in particular the constant c in (3.25) ) are independent of C.
5. Convergence of the Newton iterates U"'' to Ü"'1. Next, we prove that the Uf'', 1 </ </" + i, given by (1.22) exist uniquely and approach "quadratically" Ü"'1 as / increases. We achieve this inductively by an "internal" to (I) loop (II) (on the index j). First note from (3.24) that \\U0"J -Ü"J\\ < cn(k9(n) + hr/2)2. Hence, we make for some 0 < / < /" +, -1 the Induction Hypothesis II (on j). If / = 1, (3.26) and similar considerations to the ones already used yield, for k sufficiently small, that||t//+'í -Ü"-l\\ < cft*-3/2||£^"J -t/"a||2. Hence, by (Il.b) (3.27) \\u;/x -Ü"-l\\ < Xcn(ke(n) + /ir/2)2;+I + 1, where X = ck-3/2cn(ke(n) + hr/2) < ccn(k2h~3/2 + kh("-^2). Hence, (3.2), (3.25) and a condition of type (3.8) allow making X < 1. give, since; + 1 < jn+1, ||t/"'? -t7"'2||< o^ckh^^WU"'2 -t/"-2||2 + a-Mii,,! ||t/,"a -t/"a|| and (I.c) hold for i -n + 1. Now if it is the case that A:*(n) < /T/2, it is not hard to see from (3.26), (Il.b), the fact that r > 4 and conditions of type (3.8) that \\Uj";\ -Ü"'x\\ < kc"(kHn) + hr/2)2J+l + 1. Arguing now as in the derivation of (3.28), we can infer the estimate \\U¡^\ -t/"'2|| < kc"(k'w + hr/2)2J+1+1. As a consequence, (3.29) gives the estimate ¡Uj^1 -uA"+1||< [ckc" +(1 + ck)c* + ck](k3 + hr).
Hence, the choice of C and the completion of the inductive step (I) proceeds analogously. In this section, we present a modified version of the fully discrete Galerkin method corresponding to the (3, 4) DIRK scheme (1.13). We seek U", 0 < n < 7, U"-', 1 < i < 3, 0 < n < 7 -1, in S¿ that satisfy t/"' = t/" + kß\F(U"') + qx,Q(U"-' -U") + q2iQ{U"'' -U", U"-' -yXiU" -y2,U"-1)] + T. viAW'J -v»), For n ^ 3, we define t/0"'' = E^qX^Uj"'1, where the A,y are solutions of the linear systems £j_0 \l7(-/)m = w!T:m, 1 < ;' < 3, 0 < w < 3 (0° = 1). Here, the constants i) , 1 < í < 3, 0 < j < 3, are defined by the analog of (2.3) in the (3, 4) case. We can prove the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Let k, h be sufficiently small and satisfy k < ah for some a > 0. Let j2 =73 = 2 andjn = 1 for 4 < n < 7. 77te«, //te t/"1', 17" í/iaí are computed as outlined above by the modified (3, 4) scheme coupled with Newton 's method, exist uniquely; the following estimate holds:
max lit/"-u"\\^c(k4 + hr). □ o<«<y J"
